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bosch logixx 8 washing machine manual
EcoSilence Drive. AntiVibration panels and sound package. EcoPerfect. SpeedPerfect. Reduced
Ironing and Aqua Plus options. Mixed Load. Super Quick 15. Dark Wash. Sensitive. Time Delay and
Time Remaining. Reload function. Child Lock. You can read detials about lock on page number 5 in
PDF manual Applies to washing machines Bosch. I can’t find one in the instructions or on the
machine The drain filter filters also lumps arising from textile fibers. It only rinses 2 times
throughout the cycle. Thanks David Clean up after opening the door lock Try the machine again.
Either the pump or wiring has failed, or the computer thinks it isn’t there. Water got into the tub
washing machines, for example, too much foam during washing. Unplug the power supply, unscrew
the back cover and dry the water at the bottom of the machine. Remove the plug from the electricity
for 3 minutes and push the lock and try to open the door. I am trying figure out how to add soap,
softener and bleach to my clothes and during which cycle but the manual does not cover it for the
Logixx 8. Have tried everything. There is a symbol showing to the left of the child lock that has not
been on before. Note sure what it is I have empatien the maskinen for water from the lid, i have
tried to Take out the Contact, the program is finished but the door wont open. Simply pull on the
cable to release the door. Try to push it and run the program again. The maschine does not te water
to empty. What do I do No child lock on. Can you put a link to an instruction film on YouTube or
whatever to show how to open via the emergency route, please. What tool is to be used and where.
To pull the red cord down. Hard or soft I don’t want to break anything. I hope this helps. Powered by
WordPress.org, Opravy rucniho naradi Smecno. We have 2 Bosch WAS32461GB manuals available
for free PDF download Instruction Manual, Installation Instructions Manual. Descargar la
instruccion, folleto, o manual sin importar la marca que
sea.http://www.consili.nl/userfiles/community-health-workers-training-manual.xml
bosch logixx 8 washing machine manual, bosch logixx 8 washing machine
instructions, bosch logixx 8 sensitive washing machine manual, bosch logixx 8
varioperfect washing machine manual, bosch logixx 8 washing machine user manual,
bosch logixx 8 washing machine instruction manual.
Automatic washing machine Logixx 9 VarioPerfect. Bosch logixx 8 varioperfect automatic washing
machin 6 pages.Bosch logixx 8 varioperfect automatic washing machin 10 pages. Washer BOSCH
Maxx 1000. Logixx 9 VarioPerfect WAS32462GB washing machine Bosch Download. Exxcel 8
VarioPerfect WAQ24461GB Automatic washing machine Bosch Download. Nogen der kan hjlpe med
at finde en manual til en bosch logixx 8 sensitive. Bosch Customer Service. Its a Bosch WAS2016UC.
Download and view manual or user guide BOSCH LOGIXX 8 VARIOPERFECT WAS327A2NL
Washing machine online. Click here to go to download BOSCH. Automatic washing machine Serie 8
Download user manual Bosch. Bosch Appliances LOGIXX 9 Washer User Manual. Page 1. Page 2.
Page 3. Page 4. Page 5. Page 6. Page 7. Page 8. Page 9. Page 10. Page 11. Page 12. Puede
descargarse todas las instrucciones de manejo, incluso las de sus viejas herramientas Bosch. Para
encontrar las. Herramientas electricas Bosch para la construccion y la industria. Manual Bosch
Logixx 8 Washing Machine. Service manual in English. Bosch Logixx 8 VarioPerfect Automatic
washing machin. Washing Machines manual. View and Download Bosch WAS32461GB Instructions
for Use, Programme Table installation instructions manual online. Bosch Logixx 8 VarioPerfect
Automatic. Fujitsu siemens amilo la 1703 service manual, Siemens s35 manual,Bosch logixx 8
varioperfect user manual,Siemens pc ppi cable manual. Download and Read Bosch Logixx 8
Varioperfect Error Code F57. Bosch Logixx 8 Varioperfect Error Code F57. Title. Type bosch logixx 8

varioperfect error. With the new washing machine EcoLogixx 8 iDOS, now you not only save heaps
of energy, but.Logixx 8 VarioPerfect targets and eliminates. Manual de instrucciones BOSCH
LOGIXX lavadora 2710. BOSCH Logixx 1600 Express Manual de instalacion. EN BOSCH. just bought
and was delivered today a bosch logixx 8 varioperfect. Ill post a comment here again after 3
months.but I have already an
issue.http://bannermaul.com/userData/board/community-involvement-manual-waterloo.xml
Download hier gratis uw Bosch Wasmachine handleiding. Of stel een vraag aan een andere bezitter
van uw. Bosch Logixx 8 VarioPerfect WAS327A2NL. AllergiPlus med. Bosch Maxx 7 VarioPerfect
manual. Its also one of the quietest. Du har kopt en Boschtvattmaskin.Hitta billigaste Bosch
torktumlare manual hos AllaAnnonser.se. Bosch Avantixx 8 VarioPerfect WAQ28462SN Inkopt Juli
2013 fran tretti.se Mycket litet anvand. The likes of Logixx 8 for example is only a Bosch Logixx
series washing machine that has an 8kg rated load capacity, it is not a model number. Download
manual Washing machine BOSCH LOGIXX 8 VARIOPERFECT WAS327A2NL. This is the instruction
manual for Argos Product number 4757672, a Bosch WVD2452BGB WasherDryer Black, in PDF
format. Ahorra agua y energia con las lavadoras Bosch. My Bosch Logixx 8 is showing error code
F29 when you try to start a program. Ill answer this myself as I have just been informed by Bosch
person F29 means no water getting to machine. Bosch Logixx 8 varioperfect alarm wont start. Til
hojre kan du finde Bosch Maxx 7 VarioPerfect manual. Hvis du har. Hjlp snarest, tak Maskinen
hedder Logixx 8 Vario perfect Mvh Lenea. 20160201. Find your Bosch user manual fast and easily
when you need it most. Automatic washing machine WAS32461GB. Download user manual in PDF
format WAS32461GB. White. bosch logixx 8 varioperfect hi everyone. Bosch WAS 2044GOELogixx 8.
Desenvolvido pela Bosch, o revolucionario motor sem escovas e. As novas maquinas de lavar roupa
Logixx 8 VarioPerfect EcoSilence adaptam os seus. Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh
your session. It disappeared after a while and it managed to finish the wash cycle. Today was a
different story. The key icon was flashing and the machine would not start. Do you have an idea how
I can resolve this. Like Share More 1 answer Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 1 week ago Hi Emily
G., Thank you for your question. We’re so sorry to hear you’re having issues with your appliance.
E29 generally means that no water filling detected by the flow sensor. Some possible reasons for
this could be the water tap is closed, the filter or supply is blocked, or that the water pressure is
incorrect. You may want to take a look at the above reasons to ensure the matter can’t be resolved
by some basic trouble shooting. If you don’t find a blockage, the water pressure is fine and the tap is
open, then you may need to have a technician inspect the unit. Please contact us on 1300 369
744,and we’ll investigate for you. Regards, Bosch Home Australia. Like Report JohnD asked 2
months ago Logixx 8 Front Load Washing Machine Hi, my machine seems to have changed language
by someone accidentally pushing buttons. How do i reset back to english. John Like Share More 3
answers Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 2 months ago Hi John, We would need a model number to
help with specifics. If you want to provide that or you can follow the instructions in your user
manual. If you dont have a copy you can download it here or call us on 1300 369 744 and provide it
over the phone. If you need further help please call us. Thanks, Bosch Like Report Kay asked 2
months ago Logixx 8 Front Load Washing Machine I cannot take the child lock off my machine. If
this doesnt or has not worked, please see your user manual or provide a model number and well see
what we can advise to assist. If you dont have a copy of your user manual you can find it on our
website, If you like, feel free to contact us on 1300 369 744 for further assistance. Regards, Bosch
Home Australia Like Report Janice asked 3 months ago Logixx 8 Front Load Washing Machine Does
the machine heat own water or through mains Like Share More 2 answers Bosch H. Bosch Home
Appliances 3 months ago Hi Janice, Thanks for your question regarding the Bosch range. All our
washing machines heat their own water and should be connected to cold water in your laundry. If
you need any more help, feel free to contact us on 1300 369 744.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/71506
Regards, Bosch Home Australia Like Report Janice 2 months ago Thank you 1 like Report Robert B.
asked 3 months ago Logixx 8 Front Load Washing Machine what is the meaning of F29. Like Share
More 1 answer Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 3 months ago Hi Robert, Thanks for your question
regarding your Bosch washing machine. With the F29 showing the only troubleshooting we can
suggest is to check the water supply is high enough and to try resetting the appliance at the power
supply. Regards, Bosch Home Australia Like Report Xrisis X. asked 4 months ago Logixx 8 Front
Load Washing Machine Hello sir, I have this washing machine. I choose the programme and starts
working properly. After few minutes stops and all the lamps of the washing machine close. After few
minutes starts again to wash the clothes. Makes the same thing for severals times and at the end
finishes the programme and the clothes are clean!!! What is the problem Like Share More 1 answer
Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 3 months ago Hi Xrisis X Thanks for your review, we appreciate
the feedback. Were sorry to hear that youre having issues with your appliance. Wed like to help, if
you contact us on 1300 369 744 we’ll investigate for you. Regards, Bosch Home Australia Like
Report Anu asked 4 months ago Logixx 8 WAS32740AU Hi My question is how I can skip or is there
a program on the machine without the rinse option. We are on rainwater and I never need to rinse
and its a waste of water for me. Thanks for your advice how to skip or which programs to use
without the machine to use this function automatically. Ana Like Share More No answers Oscar
asked 5 months ago Logixx 8 Front Load Washing Machine My machine has no power whatsoever.
Finished a wash cycle and then nothing No lights.Power points are working but no sign of life in the
machine Like Share More 1 answer Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 5 months ago Hi Oscar,
Thanks for your review, we appreciate the feedback.
http://atmos-service.com/images/canon-pixma-510-manual.pdf
Were sorry to hear that youre having issues with your washing machine. Like Report KatieElla S.
asked 6 months ago Logixx 8 Front Load Washing Machine The start button won’t turn on. Any help
Like Share More 1 answer Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 6 months ago Hi, Were sorry to hear
that youre having issues with your washing machine. Regards, Bosch Home Australia Like Report
Moon L. asked 7 months ago WAS32742AU How to release lock on control board of my dryer Like
Share More 1 answer Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 7 months ago Hi Moon L, Thanks for your
question. Were sorry to hear that youre having issues with your Bosch Dryer. Like Report Andrew G
asked 7 months ago WAS32742AU Replaced Power module 00705666 in my Bosh Washing Machine
model ME259A. This module is also used in Siemens washers, I need the layman information in
order to set it up. Regards Andy Like Share More 1 answer Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 7
months ago Hi Andrew, Thanks for the question regarding your Bosch washing machine. That is the
incorrect part for that appliance. 00701833 is the correct part for your appliance. We are unable to
advised customers on repairing their own appliance and can only suggest a service. Regards, Bosch
Home Australia Like Report Barbara R. asked 8 months ago Logixx 8 Front Load Washing Machine I
have a ten year old logixx8varioperfect eco silence drive and it is making a rumbling noise but not
doing anything on any of the cycles. The stop pause button does not light up, but the control panel
does although there is nothing registering other than the Bosch sign which then flicks away Like
Share More 3 answers Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 8 months ago Hi Barbara, Were sorry to
hear that youre having issues with your washing machine. There is nothing we can suggest for that
other than a service call. If you contact us on 1300 369 744 we can help with that. Regards, Bosch
Home Australia Like Report Barbara R. 8 months ago No problem.
http://atonenergia.com/images/canon-pixma-450-manual-pdf.pdf
I rang Bosch in Melbourne and they recommended a machine comparable to the logixx8 and it is
installed and working. Thanks Like Report Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 8 months ago Hi

Barbara R, Thanks for the update. If you require any further assistance, please feel free to contact
Bosch on 1300 369 744. Regards, Bosch Home Australia Like Report Belinda asked 8 months ago
Logixx 8 WAS32740AU My machine is saying Door Open but it is closed. It is latching closed but the
door seems a little loose. Like Share More 1 answer Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 8 months ago
Hi Belinda, Were sorry to hear that youre having issues with your washing machine. If the door isnt
shutting correctly please contact us on 1300 369 744 well investigate for you. I then removed the
pump completely to clean and inspect properly, aswell as remove and check the outlet hose for
blockages. This involved removing the front cover and door aswell as the control panel. Upon putting
everything back together I now have no power at all to washer. No display or any sign of life. Any
assistance would be greatly appreciated. Like Share More 1 answer Bosch H. Bosch Home
Appliances 8 months ago Hi Michael, Were sorry to hear that youre having issues with your washing
machine. We cant assist in repairing your own appliance and can only recommend a service call. If
you need help with this, please contact us on 1300 369 744. Regards, Bosch Home Australia Like
Report Beetles B. asked 8 months ago WAS32742AU We have a Bosch condenser dryer that has
started to not dry properly can run for a two to three full cycles and still have damp clothes.
Technicians say its too expensive to fix and are reluctant to look at it. Like Share More No answers
Lucy asked 1 year ago Logixx 8 WAS32740AU Weight of machine inc when loaded Like Share More
1 answer Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 1 year ago Hi Lucy Thanks for the question regarding
your Bosch washing machine.
The weight of the unit when packaged is 81KG and you can add up 8kg of clothing. Regards, Bosch
Home Australia 1 like Report Emma L. asked 1 year ago WAS32742AU How do I deactivate the child
lock Like Share More 1 answer Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 1 year ago Hi Emma L, Thanks for
the question regarding your Bosch WAW32742AU Washing Machine. Please refer to your manual on
page 5. Press and hold down If you need any more help, feel free to contact us on 1300 369 744.
Regards, Bosch Home Australia Like Report Jodie asked 1 year ago WAS32742AU Hi we have
changed pump on our Bosch front loader and it’s still saying it’s blocked. We have also checked to
make sure it’s not blocked. Do you have to reset it or something. Thanks Like Share More 1 answer
Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 1 year ago Hi Jodie, Thank you for the question on your Bosch
WAS32742AU washing machine. Once the blockage is removed and unit is switched off and back on,
then the error should be removed, Please check if there are any blockages in the hoses as well.
Regards, Bosch Home Australia Like Report Bruce asked 1 year ago Logixx 8 WAS32741AU My
WAS32741AU tripped the main household fuse when it was mid cycle. I found objects in the drain
pipe leading to the water pump, checked for any moisture around the interior of the cabinet, and
tried to start a new cycle, but it has tripped the fuse again. There is carbon coating the wire loom
that plugs into the motor; could this indicate that the brushes are worn out, and would that be the
cause of the tripped fuse. Cheers, Bruce. Like Share More 3 answers Bosch H. Bosch Home
Appliances 1 year ago Hi Bruce, Thanks for the question. Were sorry to hear that youre having
issues with your Bosch washing machine.
www.caslyn.co.za/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626c2f23b0ecf---10
50c-plotter-manual.pdf
Like Report Bruce 1 year ago After contacting Bosch Home Appliances via email as instructed, I was
disappointed to find it appears that they only post on this site to ultimately sell you a new
replacement product, not to give you any advice as to what the fault may be that is affecting your
current machine or how it can be fixed. Like Report Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 1 year ago Hi
Bruce, thank you again for response. Please be advised this matter was passed through to our
technician to review. It was determined that brushes could be the reason, however there also could
be a number of other factors. The only way to guarantee the exact cause is to have a technician to
assess the appliance. Like Report Rob 1 year ago Hi Tony, I’m having the same problem. Did you

find out how to reset that model. Cheers, Rob Like Report tonym 1 year ago Hi Rob, Yes you can
reset the error code by the following steps. 1.turn the appliance knob to the off or reset position,12
o,clock. 2.turn the knob to the 6 o,clock position. 3.press and hold the spin button and while holding
the spin button turn the knob to the 7 o,clock position.Continue holding the spin button for about 5
seconds then release the spin button and now turn the knob to the off position. When you turn it
back on it should have cleared the error code. NOTE it took 3 times for me to get it right. Whether
you love or loath being in the kitchen, our community of reviewers have determined that out of
almost 5,000 appliances on ProductReview.com.au, these are the best available! Nathan S. Nov 01,
2019 Best Fridges and Dishwashers in 2020. These large kitchen appliances are the backbone of
your kitchen, meant to last you many years. The initial cost of a fridge or dishwasher is high, so to
make sure youre not buying a lemon, here are the best fridges and best dishwashers of 2020.
Our reviewers have provided detailed ratings for important factors to consider when choosing a
refrigerator or dishwasher, such as Noise Level and Internal Layout. Wendy Z. Nov 12, 2019 Listing
monitored by Bosch Home Appliances representatives. ProductReview.com.au has affiliate
partnerships. All works OK apart from displaying F27 at the End of the. Hold start button for 5
seconds to remove. The demeg. I have a Bosch logixx 8 varioperfect washing machine.Last couple
days I noticed loud noise when doing final spin. I tried the machine when is empty and was. Answer
questions, earn points and help others. Most of us tend to glance through the manual when we first
get our spanking new machine and experiment a little with the settings, then end up picking a
couple of settings to stick with forevermore. All the different buttons, symbols and timings might
seem daunting, but it’s worthwhile to know how to make the most out of your washer dryer to save
you time, energy, money and also, wouldnt you want to take the best care of your clothes You can
also use this function to wash out stains, just be sure to first try removing the stain while it’s fresh
by dabbing it with a bit of soap water before popping it in the wash. It pretty much guarantees that
you’ll never have to wash any laundry by hand ever again. To keep things simple, here are 5 easy to
remember categories Cottons Standard washing programme for textiles made of cotton or linen
EasyCare For textiles made of synthetic materials or blended fabrics Mixed Load For washing
natural and synthetic textiles together in a single load HygieneCare Pretreat dry laundry by hot air
followed by a low temperature washing cycle to achieve the most hygienic wash results for
nondelicate fabrics. Drum Clean To maintain the hygiene of the washer drum and remove residual
lint. Materials such as wool or silk may be on the nono list, but its good to check the labels and make
a mental note of items that cant go in the dryer.
There are two different types of drying programmes Gentle and Intensive so pick the one that suits
your needs. Regular cotton items or lighter clothing would be more appropriate for a Gentle Dry,
while towels and sheets would be better suited for Intensive Dry. Now that you know all that your
washer dryer can do, I bet you can’t wait to try out a new setting with your next load of laundry! As
a general rule of thumb, always follow the temperature and wash programme selection instructions
on the care label to keep your clothes in tiptop condition. A dishwasher washes dishes and utensils
both quickly and precisely, giving you the luxury of relaxing at home without having to worry about
washing up after your meals. The best way to reduce water and energy usage is to simply learn how
to operate home appliances such as your washing machine in a resourceefficient way. Here are 4
easy steps to get you started. Delivery date unknown. Add to cart Compare Add to watch list Item
330303 Share Description Front loader with underframe capability. Nominal capacity 8kg. Max.
Spinning speed 1400 rpm. XXL drum volume 65l. Residual moisture 52 %. We do not have any
information regarding the delivery date. It will be shown as soon as its known. Information subject to
change. Questions about this product Your question about this product The Community terms and
conditions apply Galaxus Deal of the day To Current offers Help and contact Help and contact You
have questions.

Visit our Help Centre Go to Help Centre Service Service Redeeming vouchers Delivery and
collection Payment methods Minimum order surcharge Returns and warranty Warranty extensions
About us About us Digitec Galaxus AG B2B Management Become a partner Press Return policy
General terms and conditions Disclaimer Privacy statement Locations Locations Basel Bern Dietikon
Geneva Kriens Langendorf Lausanne St Gallen Winterthur Wohlen Zurich Social media Social media
Facebook Twitter YouTube Pinterest LinkedIn Instagram Change language English Deutsch Francais
Italiano VAT Instead of prices Individual price of products in set Galaxus in other countries
galaxus.de. Send a Houzz Gift Card.Its a Bosch WAS2016UC. I downloaded the manual from Bosch
but still cant figure it out. Does anyone know where is for what I think the middle one is for fabric
softener. Also, can you use liquid bleach. And, if so, where does that go In my search for this
information Ive been really horrified to read about all the negatives experiences with this washer
due to mold and smell. I am really hoping for the best here. Im kind of at my wits end. Thanks to all
for any info. The Bulky cycle seems to do a good job, but Im really picky about anything too heavy. I
take anything questionable to the laundromat. It might seem fine at first but can shorten the life
span. Actually, a new washing machine today isnt made that well.period. Some of these suggestions
to add more water make sense, but, geez, it used to be easier!.See More Stainless Steel vs. Painted
Ranges. Which Do You Prefer Poll. Q Comments 14 I would NOT buy a new white enameled range,
but might consider a color Its interesting to hear that from you. I recall seeing a picture of your
kitchen, and your vintage stove looks gorgeous. It IMHO fits well in that location. Mixing styles can
work really well. On the other hand, you are correct and there are a lot of contemporary white
appliances that just look and feel cheaply made.
It doesnt matter which color they are, if the quality isnt there, the appliance looks bad no matter the
surface finish. And the reverse is true as well. Our house has a contemporary design with lots of
natural woods, glass and stainless steel. So, both paneled and stainless appliances were a natural fit.
If we had decided on a different material palette, I could absolutely have seen powder coated
appliances. But then, we picked nicer appliances to begin with; that helps..See More Where do wall
ovens and guests go. Kitchen layout advice please. Q Comments 11 Im uploading a plan on graph
paper. Please excuse the amateur nature of it. I cook way better than I draw. I think were pretty set
on the windows given that we want to maximize the view but welcome any tweaks. The plumbing is
all flexible at this point. Were thinking trash and recycling to the left of the sinks. I love having 2
sinks. And, my plan is that theyll both be big single bowl. I put in the wall ovens where I thought
they might go, but welcome suggestions. I think it might not look as nice as under counter plus
range. But Im a function first person in the kitchen. Well figure the view and tile will make up for it.
Ive taken out the butcher block cart, since my hunch was it wasnt big enough to be useful though I
appreciate the suggestion of the bigger IKEA version. Weve intended for the functions to be clear
here going clockwise from bottom rightfridge and grocery landing zone, prep zone, cook zone, clean
zone and serve zonewith dishes closest to the dining room. Weve been brainstorming about whether
we could do a smaller table in the dining room not shown on most days giving us room for a
peninsula to come down where the are shownmaybe even at a diagonal. Q Comments 25 You all are
fantastic. Thanks to everyone for your feedback, we really appreciate it. We are going to make some
changes to the floor plan based on everyones feedback.
Were going to see what we can do to increase the living room width for better proportions. We will
certainly do as you recommend. The master shower may change dimensions a little bit to make sure
the freestanding tub is truly free standing and is not a burden to clean around. However, we are
looking forward to a large shower. Things get busy and my wife and I love our time in the shower
together. Its so wonderful and so appreciated on our end. Our previous house had a slab 4x9 island
and we really loved it. We may end up widening the house a couple of feet just to try to get this right
while keeping some of our existing dimensions. The SxS ovens will be inwall for sure. You are
correct, the garage is 34 wide and 23 deep. Were really only planning for two cars to go in there, but

with 3 motorcycles and sleds in the future, well see how that goes. My wife is OK with building a toy
barn down the road if we feel like shop space is tight. If we end up widening the house 3 or so to
solve some other issues Ill make sure each bay gets another foot. For the bathrooms, were planning
on shelves at the bottom of the vanity that can hold a couple of folded towels. We had the attic space
so were planning on getting a truss package to allow for that bonus space. Thank you! Were hoping
with reworking the mudroom and making each bedroom have ensuite baths well solve most of your
concerns. The bonus space above the garage is a concern but Im not sure were going to be able to
change that much outside of adding a door at the stairs or something like that. Thanks again
everyone for all of your thoughts and feedback. SO SO helpful!! When we get the floor plan
reworked Ill see about posting it again for another round..See More mskathyny Original Author 8
years ago Thank you so much, dadoes!! You saved the day for me. I assume you dont use bleach. Or
only powdered bleach in the II compartment Have a lovely, clean, holiday!
Where is this How do I do this Oh, I guess Im just supposed to figure it out via trial and error. Also,
dont use cheap fabric softener and then as little as possible. Do believe Ecover is plant based. I
picked it up on the fly at the health food because the fragrance was OK. Pinky, Id love you to try it
and get your opinion. Will send you some. I think it gives great results. Its my new first choice. This
video was actually pretty helpful its an an 8 minute demo on both the Bosch Axxis washer and dryer
I actually thought you put the washing liquid in the right compartment, not the left despite dadoes
comment, so the video was great to watch and get clarification. Thanks all, and thanks to mskathyny
for the question clearly not a dumb one after all! Helps prevent detergent residue build up. Best to
check the instruction manual to confirm which. Majority of manufacturers have them available at
their web site via model number search. I let it run with no clothes and let it mix with the water for
about 20 seconds and then add clothes. If so, does pod go in the far left compartment. Thumbs down
and no thank you I just bought a second hand Bosch Maxx from my sister and is my first front
loader. I agree with Terry re symbols instead of words to show what to do. Nuts! So it goes,
Prewash, main wash and Bleach. What detergents are prewash. I pour softner im the 3rd
compartment as it goes straoght into the washer. Usually dont bother with the middle or II
compartment. Any specific help. I also pour bleach in the 3rs compartment or mix with the 1st
compartment. I Use MELLALUCA products and love them. With Boschs instruction manuals. Simply
enter the ENR model type number from your appliance and well take you to the available
publications. Just use the type plate finder to get assistance. You can locate it at the rating plate Just
click on the link below to get assistance.
http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/71507

